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Abstract
Determining user’s perception of a brand in short periods of time has become crucial
for business. Distilling brand perception directly from people’s comments in social
media has promise. Current techniques for determining brand perception, such as sur‑
veys of handpicked users by mail, in person, phone or online, are time consuming and
increasingly inadequate. The DERIV system distills storylines from open data represent‑
ing direct consumer voice into a brand perception. The framework summarizes percep‑
tion of a brand in comparison to peer brands with in-memory distributed algorithms
utilizing supervised machine learning techniques. Experiments performed with open
data and models built with storylines of known peer brands show the technique as
highly scalable and accurate in capturing brand perception from vast amounts of social
data compared to sentiment analysis.
Keywords: Big data, Distributed learning, Brand perception, In-memory distribution

Introduction
There is a glaring need to improve the tracking of brand perception which is ill-served
due to time-consuming techniques [1]. Online surveys take pre-set questions from companies and present them to users. Offline surveys handpick representative users and ask
them detailed questions about products. Responses are then carefully analyzed making
the process time consuming and expensive. The cumbersome nature of traditional survey techniques also preclude companies from taking advantage of new trends or rapidly rectifying negative developments in perception. This work presents DERIV, a novel
framework to track user perception of a brand in near real time using open data such
as tweets. Current techniques that measure brand perception rely on the sentiment of
users. This approach is limited as most opinions from customers have little or no sentiment attached to them. For instance, the phrase ‘Electric Car Z goes 300 miles in a
single charge’ shows positive sentiment towards a brand. However, sentiment analysis
techniques will frequently identify this statement as neutral. Measuring sentiment from
each customer tweet or social media post also does not convey what is being said about
a brand across sources and across elements. Instead of using raw social media posts,
we employ storylines (see the next paragraph for an example of what a storyline looks
like) which are entities (people, organizations, things) linked by edges represented by the
observed relationships between the entities. These relationships are normally the verbs
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extracted from text preceding the following entity. Storylines not only combine consumer voice across tweets, review sites, and consumer forums, but also connect them
over multiple entries. The key reasons for measuring user perception from storylines are:
1. Connect user voice across data elements and sources Each data element such as
tweets by themselves only provide isolated cases of users interaction with a brand.
Storylines, on the other hand offer a comprehensive view of users’ perception of a
brand.
2. Analyze entities with multiple relationships The storylines are a compact way to represent the interactions among entities through multiple relationships.
3. Eliminate noise from consumer voice Connecting entities into storylines eliminates
the clutter of slang words and brand-specific terms, and unclear verbiage that is
prevalent in tweets.
As an example of how storylines are generated consider the following. User “A” tweets
during an election that “Candidate X is the new #koch brothers darling!” and user “B”
tweets that “Unfortunately, #Koch brothers only #support the #Establishment who will
do their bidding like #Billionaires supporting #Hillary!”. A possible storyline, then, would
be ‘candidate X → new #koch brothers darling! → #support the #establishment → #billionaires supporting #hillary’. This storyline connects the entities across the two tweets,
and their combination better represents impact of a negative subject (the establishment)
at the time on the brand (candidate X) than each individual tweet does.
Finding perception of a brand from social media postings creates several issues:
Challenge 1	Scaling to large number of postings. In social media, the number of
mentions of a brand or topic can be extremely high on a daily basis,
anywhere from hundreds to millions. Processing this amount of data
from storylines and calculating brand perception requires ability to
scale.
Challenge 2	Summarizing the storylines into a trackable measure. Since the comments on social media can be brief and fractured, condensing disparate elements into a meaningful trackable score is difficult.
Challenge 3	Calculating perception uniformly across brands. Generating a perception measure that is consistent across brands over time is critical.
Challenge 4	Validating the measure on several types of brands. Since brands can
vary widely, ensuring that the perception measure works consistently
across large spectrums is key to trustworthiness of the measure.
This paper proposes a machine learning based framework to consistently measure the perception of a brand from social media in comparison to its peer brands. It utilizes in-memory
distribution to build and update models and scale to amounts of data on social media to generate a consistent perception in short time periods. The key contributions of the paper are:
1. Novel model to calculate brand perception from storylines Our model combines multiple classifier scores from large number of storylines to distill a comprehensive perception of a brand. This perception is calculated from the true voice of customer.
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2. Innovative categorical bands to consistently measure perception against peer brands
Allocating brands storylines into perception bands allows consistency in measure
across peer brands.
3. Distributed algorithms to perform supervised learning and scoring at scale The algorithms for perception modeling use distributed in-memory techniques that scale the
building of multiple classifiers with increasing number of labeled storylines and scoring large number of new storylines about a brand for a time period.
4. Extensive experiments to validate the perception scores Using Twitter data on several brands from diverse categories to perform experiments, the results show the
relevance and effectiveness of our calculated perception as compared to sentiment
analysis.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. “Related works” section elaborates on the
existing work in the areas of brand perception based on sentiment analysis and machine
learning. “DERIV brand perception” section provides details of the approach in DERIV
and the perception modeling. In “DERIV system” section, an overview of DERIV architecture and key-value pair based distribution algorithms for perception modeling is provided. Experiments and use cases are described in “Experiments” section and the overall
conclusions presented in “Conclusions” section.

Related works
In the realm of brand perception, the scientific literature can be divided into three distinct domains.
Marketing based brand perception measurements

Marketing-oriented perception measures have been researched for a long time. Social
perception theory has been used to measure brand perception [2]. Cultural dimension
and social influence on brand perception has been examined [3]. Impact of brand perception on luxury item purchases has been explored [4]. Connection between quality
and perception of a brand has been investigated [5]. Users sense of a brand has also been
studied [6]. Users selection of a brand based on multiple factors has been explored [7].
Experiments with high-share brands loyalty have been described [8]. Effect of shape
on brand perception has been discussed [9]. Impact of celebrity on brand perception
has been investigated [10]. Semantic analysis of web data to determine reputation of a
brand against its competitors has been performed [11]. This corpus of work underscores
the need to calculate brand perception and study impact of various factors on perception. However these measures are usually relative and can not be performed over short
periods.
Sentiment analysis

Sentiment analysis has been used extensively to measure personal feelings towards a
brand. Opinion mining has been surveyed [12]. Extracting sentiments from tweets has
been explored [13] while brand sentiment analysis has also been studied [14]. Text mining techniques have been used to determine user sentiment towards well known brands
[15]. Detecting polarity in tweets helps in gauging customer sentiment towards a brand
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[16]. Classifier ensembles have been explored for tweet sentiment analysis [17]. Machine
learning techniques have been applied to perform sentiment based opinion mining [18].
The sentiment analysis techniques however focus on individual tweets and have no ability to detect perceptions by connecting user voice across sets of multiple tweets. They
are also easily fooled by sarcasm. Hence these techniques are better suited for user comments monitoring rather than tracking perception.
Social media mining

Social media mining has been a rich source of information on brands [19]. Use of social
media for knowledge acquisition and validation is well known [20]. Linking new articles
to generate evolving new stories is popular [21]. Interactions of storylines in news has
been explored [22]. Building storylines of text, pictorial and structured data has been
investigated [23]. Storylines have been used to determine evolving events effectively
[24]. Social media mining has not been used to measure brand perception so far.
None of these techniques can measure the perception of a brand compared to its
peer brands on a daily or shorter period basis. In addition, storylines from open data to
the best of our knowledge have never been used to measure brand perception. Unlike
DERIV, other measures do not combine user voice from multiple data elements and
multiple sources into a single trackable entity.

DERIV brand perception
This section describes the modeling and scoring techniques used to generate the DERIV
perception. “Perception bands” section provides overview of the bands in which perception is slotted into and “DERIV flow” section provides overview of steps in perception
calculation, bands, a brand and its hierarchy, modeling and scoring used in brand perception. “Comprehensive perception modeling” section details the measure calculation
and “Root cause analysis” section details root cause analysis done to identify key postings that tie to perception.
Perception bands

The bands are pre-determined slices of perception in which the storylines related to a
brand are placed based on pre-existing survey data or industry standard measures (see
Fig. 1 for examples of bands).
Sentiment analysis has the limitation that sentiment of a post or a tweet can only be
categorized as positive, negative or neutral. This, however, does not show the trajectory
of a brand, which is more relevant to measure, rather than observing its state at a given
time [25]. Only then can we understand the movements in brand perception and the
factors influencing those movements. That motivated us to create five bands to capture
trajectories of a brand’s perception. The bands used in this study are:
1. Rapidly improving (RI)—This band puts brand at a rapidly improving path of perception irrespective of its current perception level.
2. Slowly improving (SI)—Brands in this band have improving perception from any
level.
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Fig. 1 Brands and their categories within a hierarchy

3. Holding steady (S)—Models stable brand perception. That suggests that the perception of a brand is not moving much in either positive or negative direction but
instead maintaining its state.
4. Slowly deteriorating (SD)—This means the perception of a brand has started to head
downwards from its previous state.
5. Rapidly deteriorating (RD)—This band indicates the perception of the brand has
started to fall rapidly in the eyes of consumers.
When a storyline has a favorable take on a brand, it is added to the set that represents
either “slowly improving” or “rapidly improving” bands. Similarly, unfavorable storylines
and storylines showing brand stability in perception will be added to the “rapidly deteriorating”, “slowly deteriorating” or “holding steady” perception bands models. Storylines
added to a band are labeled positive if they fit the favorable/unfavorable/steady perception. All of the above are considered positively-labeled training data set. Negativelylabeled elements are the ones that do not contribute to the respective brands one way or
another (cannot determine if favorable or unfavorable).
DERIV flow

DERIV employs storylines and models built with supervised learning techniques to
generate perception. Figure 2 shows the flow of data and operations in DERIV. The first
block in the figure shows storylines being processed in parallel to generate vectors that
in the subsequent block are used to build models. N models are built, one for each of
the N bands followed by scoring the test storylines in parallel against each of the models. The storylines are a sequence of entities and relationships and are treated as bag of
words documents for both training classifiers and scoring against them. Finally the positive scores above a threshold δ in each band are counted and their counts are used to
calculate comprehensive perception in final block.
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Fig. 2 Jobs and transforms needed to calculate perception

The brands are associated with a category which can be organized in a hierarchy. The
category “big box stores” can have sub-categories such as “multi-brand retailers”, “construction and home”, etc. An example of brands and their hierarchies is shown in Fig. 1.
Each category has the same N bands and a peer brand associated with the band. The peer
brands for which storylines are generated are picked from the same or adjoining sub-categories. Storylines for each of the bands can be picked from any peer brand’s storylines.
The specific brand names are removed from storylines before training a model with them.
Relevant storylines for each brand are assigned to a band’s training data by an analyst. The
analyst also determines filtering keywords to collect data for a brand and its peer brands.
The collected data is subsequently used in the generation of storylines from which the
analyst labels them as representative or non-representative with respect to that brand’s
perception within the band. Some examples of perception bands and brands in them are
shown in Fig. 1. Training data is used to build classifiers that capture binary-class labeling
for each brands storylines as representative of being in the perception band or not. N
of these classifiers, one for each band, are combined into a model. The combination of
Support Vector Machines (SVM) classifiers is used to build the final model to generate
comprehensive perception. Every storyline for the brand whose perception needs to be
calculated is scored against each of the classifiers. The band with the highest positively
scored storylines above threshold determines the band perception will be placed in and
the counts for other bands are used to tweak perception further within the band.
Comprehensive perception modeling

The perception is based on the number of positively-labeled storylines for a given
time period and represent one of the N bands. The classifiers for each of the bands in
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“Perception bands” section give a score to the storyline. The final perception is then calculated using those scores according to one of the five cases described further below.
Note that for each case, its corresponding formula ensures that the final score has the
following ranges: [80–100] when “rapidly improving” storylines are maximum among
the ones that meet the classifier threshold; [60 and <80] when “slowly improving” storylines are the maximum; [40 and <60] when “stable” band storylines are of maximum
count, [20 and <40] for “slowly deteriorating” and [0 and <20] for “rapidly deteriorating”
storylines with maximum count. These ranges are for the 5 bands as described in “Perception bands” section and can be adjusted so that it makes sense on a per-application
basis. We use the following five cases:
1. Highest number of storylines that score above δ threshold are labeled as “rapidly
improving”:

SRI
SSI
SRI == maxSi ; CS =  ∗ Ab + BaseRI + Ac ∗ 
Si
Si
SSD
SRD
SS
+ Ad ∗  − Ad ∗  − Ad ∗ 
Si
Si
Si

(1)

Equation 1 models perception score such that if maximum number of scored storylines lie in the rapidly improving band, then the overall score stays in the rapidly
improving range. The overall score is still penalized by the number of storylines scoring in the two deteriorating perception bands. In addition, the overall score is supplemented by slowly improving and stable band storylines count. This formula attempts
to incorporate the concept that trajectory of a brand’s perception is impacted more by
adjoining trajectories and less by inverse trajectories as there is a natural progression
in the users perception towards a brand. In order to supplement and penalize such
that the overall score remains within 0 and 100, the coefficients Ab , Ac and Ad are
applied for the particular band and adjacent bands. Ab is 20 when N is 5, Ac is 10 and
Ad is 5. The coefficients Ac and Ad become negative when applied to deteriorating
bands. When choosing the values of coefficients, it was assumed that there was separation between storylines scoring above the threshold by band. Thus the ones that
score above the threshold for slowly improving do not score above threshold for any
other band. The range of final score within band ranges is mathematically enforced
only if there is good separation in the storylines for the positive labels for each band.
When maximum number of storylines is rapidly improving, the number of storylines
above threshold is anywhere from a fifth to all the storylines for rapidly improving
perception band. That makes the contribution of those storylines to the final score
between 4 and 20. When number of rapidly improving storylines is high compared
to other bands, their increment to BaseRI is close to 20, while that of other bands is
close to 0 which brings the final score close to 100. When there are high numbers of
deteriorating band storylines above threshold, then their maximum decrement to the
final score is 2, while the minimum increment is 4 for the rapidly improving band, and
2 and 1 for slowly improving and stable bands, bringing the score closer to the base
rapidly improving mark.
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2. Highest number of storylines that score above δ threshold are labeled as “slowly
improving”:

SSI
SRI
SSI == maxSi ; CS =  ∗ Ab + BaseSI + Ac ∗ 
Si
Si
SSD
SRD
SS
+ Ac ∗  − Ad ∗  − Ad ∗ 
Si
Si
Si

(2)

The final measure is calculated using the formula in Eq. 2. Similar to Eq. 1, the score
for slowly improving band is supplemented by rapidly improving and stable bands
storylines, but penalized by slowly deteriorating and rapidly deteriorating band
storylines.
3. Highest number of storylines that score above δ threshold are labeled as “stable”:

SS
SRI
SS == maxSi ; CS =  ∗ Ab + BaseS + Ad ∗ 
Si
Si
SSD
SRD
SSI
+ Ac ∗  − Ac ∗  − Ad ∗ 
Si
Si
Si

(3)

Here, slowly improving and slowly deteriorating bands are considered adjacent bands
and their storyline counts weigh higher while storyline counts of rapidly deteriorating
and rapidly improving bands are weighed lower.
4. Highest number of storylines that score above δ threshold are labeled as “slowly deteriorating”:

SSD
SSI
SSD == maxSi ; CS =  ∗ Ab + BaseSD + Ad ∗  +
Si
Si
SS
SRD
SRI
Ad ∗  + Ac ∗  − Ac ∗ 
Si
Si
Si

(4)

In Eq. 4, the score is penalized further by storylines in rapidly deteriorating perception
band while raised by storylines count in stable, slowly improving and rapidly improving bands with varying weights. The BaseSD weight is added along with the increment
for slowly deteriorating storylines in a positive direction to keep the score above 20.
5. Highest number of storylines that score above δ threshold are labeled as “rapidly
deteriorating”:

SRD
SRI
SRD == maxSi ; CS =  ∗ Ab + BaseRD + Ad ∗ 
Si
Si
SS
SSD
SSI
+ Ad ∗  + Ad ∗  − Ac ∗ 
Si
Si
Si

(5)

The final perception calculated using Eq. 5 is penalized for storylines in slowly deteriorating band, but improved for ones in stable, slowly improving and rapidly improving bands. The increment for rapidly deteriorating storylines is added in a positive
direction to keep the score above 0.
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In Eqs. 1–5, Si represents the count of positive scores of the storylines for a given model
S. The equations first identify the band within which the score will lie and then fine tune
the score based on the count of storylines in the determined brand and in progressive
adjacent bands. Based on these principles the final generalized perception equation can
be written in a common form for five bands as depicted in Eq. 6.

SmaxS−1
SmaxS
CS =  ∗ Ab + BasemaxS ± Ac ∗ 
Si
Si
SmaxS+1
SmaxS−2
SmaxS+2
SmaxS−3
± Ac ∗ 
± Ad ∗ 
± Ad ∗ 
± Ad ∗ 
Si
Si
Si
Si
SmaxS−4
SmaxS+4
SmaxS+3
± Ad ∗ 
± Ad ∗ 
± Ad ∗ 
Si
Si
Si

(6)

CS represents the cumulative DERIV perception. Ai represents the weights assigned to
each band’s count of positively labeled storylines. The values assigned to the Ai coefficients depend on their adjacency to the band with the highest count. BaseRI is 80, BaseSI
is 60, BaseS is 40, BaseSD is 20 and BaseRD is 0. Hence the equations are designed such
that score CS greater than BaseRI indicates the measured brand has rapidly improving
perception, perception greater than BaseSI and less than BaseRI is slowly improving, perception between BaseS and BaseSD is stable perception, perception between BaseRD and
BaseSD is slowly deteriorating and perception lower than BaseSD is rapidly deteriorating
perception. The equation has negative sign for SRD and SSD for the coefficients Ai when i
∈ {c,d} and positive otherwise.
The formula generates a normalized score between 0 and 100 with 0 being extremely
unfavorable brand perception and 100 being extremely favorable. For example, if a
brand’s open data elements generate 100 storylines that score above threshold for band
classifiers, 25 of which score above the threshold for slowly improving, 45 for rapidly
improving, 20 for stable and 10 for slowly deteriorating band classifier, then its perception score for the time period will be 80 + (45/100) * 20 + (25/100) * 10 + (20/100) * 5
− (10/100) * 5 = 80 + 9 + 2.5 + 1− 0.5 = 92.0.
The formulae synthesize the counts of positively labeled test storylines for each band.
The basic band that the final perception lies in is determined by the band with the maximum count of positively labeled storylines of the N bands. The perception is further
adjusted within the band by selectively weighing adjacent positive or negative bands
higher. It is penalized for high negative perception band label counts and supplemented
with positive band storylines count.
Root cause analysis

To tie the movements in brand perception to the actual customer voice the scores were
tied back to the data elements they were created from. The top scoring storylines in each
band were mapped back to the individual data elements from which the entities in the
storylines were extracted. This provides the user the top data elements that are most
influential in driving the perception of the brand in each brand. They can then devise
a strategy to address the issues causing drop or stabilization in brand perception and
divert resources to the factors that are influencing the improving perception bands.
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To determine root cause for a perception consider constituent storyline Sa with entities ei , ej , ek , el connected together as

Sa : ei → ej → ek → el
where data elements for each entity are








ei ∈ deb , dec , ded , . . . , ej ∈ def , deg , . . . , ek ∈ deh , dem , . . . and el ∈ den , deo , . . .
and the union of each entities data elements for all the storylines associated with the
perception band gives the perception’s root cause Prc

Prc → {deb , dec , ded , def , deg , deh , dem , den , deo , . . .}
as data elements behind the storylines of interest for the brand. These data elements give
the root cause for the perception generated from storylines that score highly against a
particular perception band model. Analyzing the raw data elements and storylines generated from them provides the analysts insights on the media posts behind the perception being in a particular band.

DERIV system
This section presents the architecture of the DERIV framework and provides the details
of distributed in-memory algorithms. “Architecture” section describes the architecture
of the system and “Distributed algorithms” section describes the algorithms used. The
system is designed to be able to scale to updating models rapidly by building models
for all the bands with any additional or updated training data for any of the bands. The
updated models are then used to score potentially large amounts of storylines generated
for the brand having its perception measured.
Architecture

The architecture of DERIV is shown in Fig. 3. The DERIV framework is a sequence of
Spark jobs [26] that run on AWS (Amazon Web Services) EC2 (Elastic Compute Cloud)
clusters and continues with storylines generated by DISCRN [27] based on traversing
ConceptGraph [28]. It proceeds to build models from training data and storylines scores
from testing data for a brand whose perception is being calculated. DERIV uses in-memory distribution techniques based on Apache Spark framework that allow computations
to be distributed in-memory over a large number of nodes in a cluster [29]. The SVM
classifiers used are from Spark MLLib library [30]. The programming constructs available in Spark are reading of data on disk into Resilient Distributed Datasets (RDDs)
in-memory and then applying transforms (map, flatMap, filter, reduceByKey, join) and
actions (reduce, collect, count) on the RDDs to generate values that can be returned to
the application or stored on distributed disk for analysis. Broadcast operation allow for
caching variables on each machine of cluster. RDDs provide fault tolerance in case one
or more nodes of the cluster fail. The architecture shows the AWS components used
by DERIV including AWS EC2 cluster and S3 distributed file store. The modules are
divided into two groups.
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Fig. 3 DERIV brand perception calculation framework architecture

Storyline parsing and classifier building modules

The first module in the architecture flow reads storylines and creates RDDs from
training or testing data read from disk and stores a dictionary of storyline terms
along with their integer index for the band. The second module creates LabeledData
and Vector objects with the indices and builds classifiers with training data RDDs
if new training data is provided. The RDD operations for vectorizing storylines and
training classifiers are all performed in parallel with storylines modeled as individual
observations.
Storyline testing and applying perception models modules

The third module iteratively scores test storylines data against each band’s classifier
using the dictionary indexes for training data. It first builds test data vectors with the
training data dictionary terms and keeps scores in storylinesResults object’s RDD. The
fourth module generates counts of positive storyline scores for each classifier that are
above the threshold. It then applies perception model on the counts for calculating the
comprehensive DERIV measure.
Distributed algorithms

The algorithm used in DERIV to generate the N classifiers, one for each band for known
peer brands and subsequently to generate perception measure with test storylines score
from the band classifiers are described in this section.
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Build classifiers

Algorithm 1 Generate classifiers from training data
Input: {storylinei },{bandk },svmModels {bands and labeled storylines for supervised learning}
Output: {bandmodelk ,dictionaryk under each bandk }
{labeled storylines for a brand under each band}
1: {step 0: build vectors and index for each band labeled data}
2: for all band ∈ bands do
3:
RDD<String>bandLabeledStorylinesRDDband using textfile method to read labeled training data for band on
disk
4:
PairRDD<String, Long>entityIndexRDDband from bandLabeledStorylinesRDDband using flatMap, filter and
distinct transforms
5:
{step 1: build LabeledData objects for each band}
6:
RDD<VectorAndLabeledData>labeledDataRDDband
from
bandLabeledStorylinesRDDband
and
entityIndexRDDband using map and filter transforms
7:
{step 2: build model for each band}
8:
modelband = SVMWithSGD.train(labeledDataRDDband , numIterations);
9:
{step 3: store training data term indices in dictionary}
10:
dictBandRDD = entityIndexRDDband training data terms with indexes;
11:
Store model and dictionary for the band
12: end for

Algorithms used to build N classifiers for the N perception bands of peer brands is
described in Algorithm 1. For each of the bands, training data provided by analysts consisting of labeled storylines is used to generate a String RDD of storylines and indexes
from an integer indexed keywords dictionary of entities in the storylines in Step 0. Map
transform operates on each element of an RDD in parallel and transforms it into another
RDD of same length. FlatMap flattens RDD of N collections into a flat RDD of length N.
PairRDD here represent an RDD of < Key, Value> tuples. The storyline RDD and index
RDD is used to build an RDD of index vectors and LabeledData objects in Step 1. The
classifiers are then built with the index vectors for each band’s training dataset and the
N models generated for the category for each band in Step 2 using MLLib’s linear SVM
library (SVMWithSGD). Finally the classifier and index RDDs are saved for the band for
subsequent scoring of unlabeled storylines in Step 3.
Apply perception model

Algorithm 2 Generate perception using models for bands
Input: {storylinei },{bands},svmModelband {storylines for new brand that needs its perception calculated and models
for each band}
Output: {scorei f orbrandi along with resulting perception band for brand}
{calculate brand perception}
1: {step 0: load testing data, dictionaries and models}
2: RDD<String>testStorylinesRDD using textfile method to read testing data for band on disk
3: load modelband and PairRDD<String,Long>entityIndexRDDband
4: for all band ∈ bands do
5:
{step 1: index testing data entities with training data for band}
6:
RDD<VectorAndUnLabeledData>unlabeledDataRDDband from testStorylinesRDD and entityIndexRDDband
using map and filter transforms
7:
broadcast modelband
8:
{step 2: score testing data with band model}
9:
PairRDD<StoryLinesResult>scoredStoryLinesRDDband using map transform by applying modelband to each
storyline in unlabeledDataRDDband
10: end for
11: {step 3: Count positive scores for each band}
12: for all band ∈ bands do
13:
PairRDD<StoryLinesResult>posScoredStoryLinesRDDband using map and filter transform on
PairRDD<StoryLinesResult>scoredStoryLinesRDDband
14:
SI as count elements in posScoredStoryLinesRDDband using count action
15: end for
16: {step 4: calculate comprehensive measure with band positive counts}
17: apply formula to calculate comprehensive score CS
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The algorithm used in DERIV to generate comprehensive measure using the final model
built with the N SVM classifiers is described in Algorithm 2. Testing data consisting of
storylines of test brand is generated as RDD of storylines in Step 0 along with loading the
models for each band generated during training. Indexed vector is built using dictionary for each band’s training data as RDD of entity and its index in Step 1. The models are
broadcast to each of the nodes of the cluster so they can be applied to each of the storylines. The test data vectors are then scored against each model in Step 2 to generate an
RDD of each storyline and its scores against each model. The counts of storylines for each
band scoring above a threshold is calculated by applying filter transforms on RDD. Finally
the final score is calculated by applying the comprehensive measure formula in Step 4.
These techniques show the effectiveness of using in-memory distributed techniques
for calculating brand perception. The scoring of storylines is inherently parallelizable
and is performed by broadcasting the models to each of the worker nodes in the cluster
and using it to score storylines in parallel.

Experiments
This section presents experiments performed to show the effectiveness and scalability of
DERIV brand perception tracking framework. They are implemented in Apache Spark
in Java and run on AWS clusters. “Experiment design” subsection provides details of the
datasets used and brands evaluated. “Performance details” subsection performance of
the system in summarizing large number of storylines into perception and “Case studies” subsection describes the results and analysis of the measures for each brand tested.
“Analysis of results” subsection analyses the use cases and performance results.
Experiment design

The experiment design flow is shown in Fig. 4. It shows peer brands for a category identified by an analyst. The training data is then built for each band using storylines from
microblog text for the brands designated or adjacent band. The models built with training data is then used to score the storylines of the brand whose perception is measured.
The counts of storylines above a threshold is used to model the perception of the brand.
Datasets

We performed experiments with three distinct datasets consisting of tweets to build the
perception measure of three different brands in distinct categories. Tweets were collected in September and October of 2015 for the first two datasets, and in October and
November of 2016 for the third dataset. These tweets were used to generate training storylines to build models and to score storylines for brands being measured against models for each band.
The first set of data consisted of tweets related to fashion apparel brands. Five apparel
brands were selected, each representing one of the five bands of user perception previously defined. Tweets were collected using keywords related to each of the peer brands
including the brands’ name, stock symbol, terms associated with fashion apparel (for
example, purse, heels, skirt, etc). The collected tweets were then used to generate storylines. Analysts labeled the resulting storylines as positively or negatively associated
with the brand’s pre-defined perception band. For instance, for deteriorating brands,
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Fig. 4 DERIV experiment design and flow

storylines generated from Tweets expressing lagging sales, increasing competition, poor
customer service, or containing a negative tonality towards the product or company
were labeled as positively associated with the declining brand. Conversely, for strengthening brands, storylines generated from Tweets expressing increasing sales, positive
company news or containing a positive tonality towards the brand were labeled as positively associated with a strengthening brand. These labeled storylines were used as training data to build models to score storylines of a sixth fashion brand (referred to as Brand
X) in order to score Brand X’s perception. The second dataset was on political candidates
for a presidential election, while the third and final dataset was on the topic of electric
vehicles. Based on five known brands for each respective topic, the perception of a sixth
brand (Candidate Y for the presidential election and Car Model Z for electric vehicles)
was generated through a process similar to the one described for fashion apparel.
SVM classifiers were built with labeled storylines for each band. The number of storylines in training data for each of the use cases in corresponding bands is shown in
Table 1. The positive and negative storylines for each band were added to training data
by analyst. It was crucial for analyst to mark storylines that indicated the peer brand
belonging to a perception band as positive and a storyline irrelevant to the brand being
in that band as negative. The models built with labeled storylines for each band are used
to filter the large volumes of test storylines that can be potentially generated on the chosen brand and its domain in a short period and limit brand perception calculation to the
ones that score highly against one or more models.
In order to aid the analyst in training data generation, several tools were provided to them. Not only could they search through storylines by keywords and their
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191
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Table 1 Number of storylines in each band for training for the use cases described
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combinations, but also visualize the graph of storylines to find other terms associated
with the tweets from which those terms are extracted. The analysts could also search
through tweets and identify the ones of interest and analyze the storylines generated
from them. This helps analysts narrow down the storylines on peer brands that need to
be included in training datasets for each band.
Methods

We compared the performance of classifiers based DERIV perception modeling with
multi-class logistic regression and Sentiment Analysis based perception. The multi-class
regression model was built with the positively labeled training data elements for each
band. Linear SVM classifiers with L2 regularization were found to be most accurate and
used in model building. Logistic Regression with Stochastic Average Gradient (SAG)
multinomial solver and L2 penalty was used [31]. Sentiment analysis was performed on
tweets from which the storylines scoring above threshold for each band were generated
for comparison using Stanford Core NLP [32].
Performance

The performance of the perception modeling and performance of distributed algorithms
is now described.
Qualitative effectiveness

To validate the accuracy of perception measure, different metrics were adopted: the
True Positive Ratio (TPR) designates the percentage of perception designations that successfully matched the perception as specified by analyst as true, while the False Positive Ratio (FPR) denotes the percentage of perception designations that were actually
incorrect. In addition, a ROC curve was utilized to evaluate the perception performance
as its discrimination threshold for each predictive model was varied. The values of the
enumerated labels for positive, negative and neutral sentiment were varied for sentiment
analysis. The graphs of the ROC curves is shown in Fig. 5. Since the sentiment analysis model was trained on corpus of long documents, its performance on short text of
tweets was poor. Multi-class logistic regression also did not fare as well. SVM models for
each of the bands performed the best. Sentiment analysis can however be useful to highlight storylines from highly positive or negative sentiment tweets as possible candidates
for positively labeled training data for deteriorating or improving perception bands to
reduce analyst’s workload.
Quantitative effectiveness

The computational performance of the techniques used in models creation and scoring for
perception calculation at different levels of distribution is evaluated in this subsection. The
results for running the techniques on various sized clusters and dataset sizes are presented.
For sequential or single node experiments, a MacBook Pro with 16 GB RAM and a 4 core
2.5 GHz Intel i7 processor was used. For cluster experiments, Amazon EC2 instances of
type m3.2× large with 8 vCPUs and 32GB RAM were used for master and slaves.
In Fig. 6, the times for building the SVM models with the multiple bands and sizes of
training data is shown. It clearly shows the improvement in time with increasing sized
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Fig. 5 DERIV brand perception SVM, Logistic Linear Regression and Sentiment analysis ROC curve

Fig. 6 Performance of training models for multiple bands for sequential and various sized clusters and vari‑
ous training data sizes

clusters. However building the models on a single node setup is faster for small enough
data sets while on larger clusters it is higher initially but does not increase significantly
for increasing data sizes. In Fig. 7 the improvement in performance of scoring over

Fig. 7 Performance of scoring with models for perception generation for sequential and various sized clus‑
ters and various test data sizes
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larger sized clusters on increasing data sizes is presented. As it becomes difficult to score
larger datasets on a single node the scaling on spark cluster can continue horizontally
indefinitely by adding nodes to clusters.
The calculation of the perception measure is extremely efficient and scales well with
increasing number of scored storylines as shown in Fig. 8 showing the performant
nature of the perception calculation. The root cause analysis performance is shown in
Fig. 9. The figure shows the ease with which the original tweets for the storyline entities
can be mapped back to them.
Case studies

The perception measures and the underlying storylines were very revealing for each
of the three brands in three different categories for which perception modeling were
performed.
Fashion apparel

Storylines for fashion apparel brand were scored against the models, the largest number
of storylines had positive scores above threshold for the RD band, followed closely by

Fig. 8 Performance of generating perception score with classifier scores for sequential and various sized
clusters and various test data sizes

Fig. 9 Mapping storyline entities back to tweets for root cause analysis
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the SD brand. Of the 19,336 scored storylines generated from 7898 tweets, 3097 were
positively labeled as rapidly improving, 3207 as slowly improving, 3566 as stable, 5960
as slowly deteriorating and 6609 as rapidly deteriorating for SVM threshold set to 0.5.
Based on our formula and calculations, the resulting brand perception score of apparel
Brand X was 5.44. A sample of some of the top storylines with scores associating Brand X
with a rapidly and slowly deteriorating perception are shown in Table 2. These storylines
include the terms ‘men’, ‘bags’, ‘#deals’, ‘nike’. The brand labeled as strongly deteriorating
in the training dataset experienced sales slumps during the experiment period in their
line of purses and mens fashion, thus explaining the association of Brand X with ‘men’
and ‘bags’ as indicative of a declining brand. The storylines also indicated that Brand X
was suffering from many of the issues afflicting other fashion brands that have recently
struggled in a competitive retail environment filled with heavy discounting (#deals) and
significant promotions necessitated by a strong U.S. dollar. Additionally, many high-end
apparel brands, of which Brand X is one, have suffered from the societal move towards
the acceptance of athleisure (Nike) as everyday wear, which has pressured sales for these
higher end brands. Brand X’s suffering brand perception is further evidenced by revenues and earnings that missed Wall Street’s expectations and a stock price that saw a
25% decline in the three months preceding the date of the dataset.
The representative storylines with top scores in rapidly and slowly deteriorating bands
are shown in Table 2.
Political candidate

Out of 7559 storylines scored for political candidate from 3066 tweets, 1687 were labeled
rapidly deteriorating, 1696 were slightly deteriorating, 1537 as stable, 974 as slightly
improving and 1365 as rapidly improving for SVM threshold set to 0.5. Based on our
formulae the comprehensive brand perception for the presidential candidate was calculated to be 26.07. For the analysis of Presidential Candidate Y, a sample of several of the
top scoring storylines for the slowly and rapidly deteriorating bands is shown in Table 3.
The terms ‘women’, ‘feminist’, ‘liar’, ‘isis’ and ‘the establishment’ are terms that show up
again and again for Candidate Y. This is indicative of voters’ backlash towards presidential candidates that are considered part of ‘the establishment’ and also show the public’s
displeasure of Candidate Y’s proposed handling of ISIS. There have also been rampant
accusations of Candidate Y’s spinning of the facts which have led many to accuse the
candidate of being a liar. The perception of 26.07, which places Candidate Y in the slowly

Table 2 Storylines for fashion apparel with the highest band scores for the rapidly
and slowly deteriorating bands
Storylines for rapidly deteriorating band
Fashion brand X → men → 5 → the best weekend bags
Fashion brand X → #deals → polo ralph lauren mens sneakers → 5
Fashion brand X → i actually → underwear → nike
Storylines for slowly deteriorating band
Fashion brand X → ralph lauren men:ralphlauren check → $45
Fashion brand X → ralph lauren men size → neck style #sweater blue color → stripes
Fashion brand X → polo black → ralphlauren → stripes
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deteriorating band is corroborated by the candidates decreasing poll numbers in the
weeks after this dataset was produced. The top scoring storylines for rapidly and slowly
deteriorating band are shown in Table 3.
Electric car

Of the 4499 storylines scored for electric car use case generated from 35,868 tweets,
1928 scored above the threshold for slowly improving band, 4460 scored above threshold for rapidly improving band, 1480 for stable band, 860 for slowly deteriorating band
and 1491 for rapidly deteriorating band. This gives the perception score for the brand as
90.1.
A sample of the top scoring storylines for the rapidly improving and slowly improving
bands is depicted in Table 4. ‘MLCC capacitors target ev’, ‘station’, ‘charging’, ‘collaborate
to build’, and ‘infrastructure’ are terms that appear in the rapidly improving band, while
‘#solarnetworks’, ‘kw super-fast ccs electric’, ‘100 bay area i3 owners’ appear in the slowly
improving band. These terms mostly relate to the charging infrastructure for electric
vehicles. Two of Car Model Z’s strengths include its miles per gallon equivalent rating
as well the efficient charging time of its battery, which could get to 80% charging in just
20 minutes using a Fast Charging station. Other terms in the rapidly improving band
and slowly improving band include ‘Daimler’, ‘collaborate to build’, ‘@daimler plan eu
fast’ all in reference to the collaboration of automakers in building out the car charging

Table 3 Storylines for political candidate with the highest score for slowly and rapidly
deterioration perception bands
Storylines for slowly deteriorating band
Candidate Y → women → the establishment → the difference
Candidate Y → a staunch feminist → a liar → gop
Candidate Y → isis → existence right now → the establishment
Candidate Y → women → the establishment → more rino gop too
Storylines for rapidly deteriorating band
Candidate Y → jeb bush → rights → blacks
Candidate Y → koch brothers favorites → jeb bush → t. boone pickens
Candidate Y → flagrant liar → isis → hewlett
Candidate Y → isis → climate change → our stafford republican women

Table 4 Storylines for political candidate with the highest score for slowly and rapidly
deterioration perception bands
Storylines for rapidly improving band
Car Brand Z → electric vehicle → station→ charging
Car Brand Z → daimler → ev → collaborate to build
Car Brand Z → electric vehicle → infrastructure → discover
Car Brand Z → electric vehicle → ev → mlcc capacitors target ev
Storylines for slowly improving band
Car Brand Z → electric vehicle → bmw → @daimler plan eu fast
Car Brand Z → bmw → europe → #solarnetworks
Car Brand Z → electric vehicle → bmw → 100 bay area i3 owners
Car Brand Z → electric vehicle → bmw → kw super-fast ccs electric
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infrastructure throughout the U.S. and Europe. The high brand perception score is also
supported by the generally favorable reviews in the media and from consumers.
Analysis of results

The qualitative performance results show the DERIV frameworks ability to distill storylines into a perception that is more accurate than sentiment analysis scores or
multi-class logistic regression models as shown by AUC measure. The quantitative performance results show the ability to scale the supervised model building, scoring new
storylines and perception calculations to large number of storylines to be able to measure perception as frequently as desired. All this is possible primarily due to the ability
to leverage in-memory distribution techniques offered in widely available open source
framework. Performing the processing on public cloud allows for horizontal scalability
on demand if data suddenly increases.
The use cases depict the effectiveness of the scores in measuring brand perception
in diverse fields of electric cars, fashion and political candidates from the storylines of
brand being measured with models built with storylines of peer brands in respective categories. The perception validates analyst’s view of what is happening with the perception of brand at the time demonstrating the meaningfulness of the measure generated
entirely from customer voice in social data.
The separation of storylines that score above the threshold is crucial for the formulae in “Comprehensive perception modeling” section. The labeling of the storylines
with as little overlap as possible in the positive and negative label sets is key to that.
This makes the labeling exercise a crucial and labor intensive activity for the analyst.
The analyst can be aided by the presentation of storylines from highly positive and
negative tweets as determined by sentiment analysis. Analyst are also helped by storylines that score just below the threshold against the band models as candidates for
training set.

Conclusions
Brand perception measurement through sentiment analysis is often inaccurate and
surveys are also archaic. Our technique interprets customer voice from social media
and other open data by connecting the dots across data elements as storylines and
using them to measure brand perception. It calculates perception based on peer
brands storylines labeled for various bands of perception and supervised learning
models built from them. A combination of machine learning and statistical techniques
provide a highly effective and accurate way to measure perception and its changes.
Distributed in-memory algorithms allow computing perception at scale by including all relevant customer voice sources and scaling to the large number of storylines
from sources like Twitter. Extensive experiments with multiple brands from diverse
categories validate perception distilled from storylines as effective in capturing true
customer voice.
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